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Introduction

There is a time to come…..

The foundation Bouwen met
Bouma’s (Building with Bouma’s) has been erected in
2005. Four brothers Bouma
(Durk, Willem, Herman and
Klaas) have visited Zambia
for the first time in 2006,
together with Yt, Durk’s wife.

After almost 10 years I had Durk Bouma on the phone
with the request to take a role in the board. After Durk
his leave as chairman, I took the role and have seen
members come and go. Right now is the time to leave
and give somebody else the chance and opportunity to
take this role. It’s time for some new blood and vision.

A fifth brother, Johannes
Bouma, was a missionary for
years in Zambia. He was and
is the big inspiration source
for the foundation. He also
brought us in contact with
people of the local BmBboard that we can rely on.
Every year there are a few
volunteers going to Zambia
for six weeks, to contribute
to the projects.
With physical and financial
support for small-scale
(building-)projects, the foundation tries to make a world
of difference.

For me it was important that we could realise different
kind of projects for the people in Kaoma and surroundings. This is something we realized in the last period
with the importance to give them a better future. Seeing
the faces of the children when they react so enthusiastic,
was heart warming. It wasn’t always easy, because it
doesn’t matter what we want. But om what they want!
It’s not our time, but their time!
Besides the fact that we are different, people have foundation each other and decided to reach each other the
hand. Building together on a new world. How this will
look like, we don’t know yet. We need time to work on
that, but also a lot of money. In the last couple of years
we received our money through sponsorships and donations in any form what so ever.
I want to thank all the people who gave me the trust and
confidence in the role as chairman.

Peter Wezenberg, chairman BmB the Netherlands
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Finance
With this financial accountability we give a comprehensive overview of the progress of the flow of
money and an insight into the income and the expenses (spending) of the project years 2016/2017,
that ended on August 31, 2017.
Total net revenues of this financial year amounted
to €56,720 and are about €5000 more than last
year. The annual organization costs amounted to
€3,367 and €1,500 lower than last year.
The total amount that has been paid to project
costs amounted to €91,440. This amount is mainly
spent on the construction of a 5-class primary
school to Longe. Also, there are glasses and laptops purchased, cleaned and sent along with the
container with clothes.
The above shows that there is more spend this year
than there in revenue is received. That's according
to the budget. There was a huge need in Longe to
new class rooms. We have a decent reserve built
up in previous years and have found it justified to
spend a part of it.

Revenues
Gifts and donations
Collections and activities
Sale of promotional materials
Interest
Total revenues
Expenses
Annueal expenses
Promotion/organization
Administration costs
Banking costs
Total annuel expenses

Project expenses
Container costs
Travel and accommodation costs
Building costs project
Glasses /Laptops
Total project expenses
Total expenses

The financial situation of the Foundation is deteriorated by this development. The reserves went
down with ± €30,000 to ± €25,000. Still a nice
amount.

Cashflow
Balance September 1st 2016
Revenues 2015/2016
Expenses 2015/2016
Balance August 31th 2017

For the coming year there will be less projects that
cost a lot of money. We are still convinced that our
efforts are of great value to the people there. We
remain committed to go on with it and continue to
count on your indispensable support.

Specification liquid assets August 31th 2017
Balance saving account
Balance current account
Claims August 31th 2017

The board of BmB the Netherlands

Totaal
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Count your blessings
The well-known saying: ‘Count your blessings’
inspired someone to send me an e-mail with
the following message: ‘If you are able to read
this e-mail, you have got a twofold blessing’.
Firstly because it is obvious that somebody
loves you, and secondly because you are far
more blessed than those millions of people
who cannot read this, or who can’t read at all.

John 15, 12:
‘This is my
commandment: love one
another as I love you.’

contribute greatly to the success achieved.
They occupy themselves with ‘hard work’:
transporting (mainly by wheelbarrows) sand,
gravel, stones and water, making the blocks,
and then finally skillfully building the classrooms.

This collective zeal, this mutual hearty cooperation of many, originally totally unknown to
With these words I found myself at once in the each other, has over the years in our often
midst of the ongoing BmB event. Ever since its merciless wide world created a small life givspontaneous, totally unexpected birth, it has
ing oasis through a feeling of solidarity bebeen clearly marked by the central truth that
tween Zambia and The Netherlands fully in the
the ability to read might well be a blessed
spirit of Jesus himself who literally made
beginning of some one’s development
‘loving one another’ his profession.
through life. This vision has meanwhile got
Although unfortunately since last year I have
hold of numerous people, from schoolgoing
been forced to withdraw from my active mischildren to the elderly, women as well as men,
sionary involvement in Zambia, due to my age
who consider themselves being the closelythat brings along a decrease of energy and
knit BmB community, almost comparable to a
health, I do of course heart and soul stay conchurch community. In many ways all of them
nected and concerned with this most beautiful
make themselves enthusiastically available,
BmB enterprise so well streamlined by its leadoffering their abilities, spending time on orership.
ganizing and working out activities and
events, that finally lead to harvesting the fiI wish all a Blessed Christmas and a healthy,
nancial profits. Among these are (not to be
good 2018.
forgotten) also the two builders/ carpenters
Fr. John Bouma cmm
from The Netherlands and the coordinator/
Missionary of Mariannhill
photographer that for six weeks are working
along at the building site, having to leave their St. Paul. ARCEN
respective wives at home. A most worthy and
essential reality is no doubt also that the locals

At the photo:
Everyone is considered to contribute ....
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Retrospect Antoon Haagen
For the second time I was asked to go to Zambia. The
first time to build, and this time to teach in the carpentry
skills, and learn how to deal with electric hand tools. This
mission applied very well to me, because I have worked
as a teacher-carpenter in a social workplace in Apeldoorn
for more than 30 years.
The first Monday the 26th of June was very exciting, because we still did not know how many people there
would come the next day. That morning Herman was
going to pick them up from Longe where this year the
new school was being built.
He came back with 6 young men, all between 25 and 40
years old, married, with children, but without work. Getting acquainted with the workplace, we had created under a large tree, with explanations about the necessary
measuring tools, hand and power tools. It was a great
experience, as they could do it by themselves now. Everything was new to them, for instance the thumb stick or
tape measure. These were inspected from all sides, folded in and out and rolled up. Quite difficult when you've
never seen such a thing before. During the working classes we started with very precise measuring, e.g. the container, registering on a sketch, counting the centimetres
and millimetres. Everything had to be learned from the
beginning. The men were well motivated, which we
quickly noticed. Skills with saw, chisel, drill, etc. our motto was ‘keep repeating and keep practicing’. After a few
weeks they could take the sizes in the school where
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bookcases had to be made for, and they also could make
and place them.
Regularly a board member of BmB came across to show
his interest and they saw the progress and achievements
of the men. Mr Shiswashwa, member of Board, insisted
that the men were given a certificate after 6 weeks of this
carpenter lessons of BmB. Herman took care of this and
this beautiful document was issued at the opening of the
school in the presence of all the high-ranking people
present there.
We were able to get acquainted with 6 very motivated
men, who were present on time every day for 6 weeks,
who have made small household items for their own
homes, such as wooden spoons and spoon rack, a table,
a bench, a hatch for in the hut, etc.
They have learned to place hinges and door closure and
to hang the doors correctly. We also put a lot of emphasis on working safely. We also were allowed to have a
look in their homes, meet their wife and children and
together enjoy the joy of this project.
And .... mission accomplished, ... the men with their families, make them happy at their living area. What's next?
Make a cooperative of construction workers?? It will be
great if BmB will succeed to do so!!! And I had a chance
to take part in it. Many thanks.

Antoon Haagen

Retrospect Cees Anema
In the springtime I was approached by BmB
with the question: could you, together with
Antoon give construction lessons in Kaoma,
Zambia for the BmB. I did not have to think
long about this, remembering that I had a
very good time in 2014 in Zambia. I was
fascinated by the fact that BmB had the
courage to approach this subject in a
totally different way. Zambians are perfectly
capable to build schools together with BmB.
But sharing knowledge is and will always be
a good thing.
So we left on the 23rd of June via Dubai to
Lusaka. Once arrived in Lusaka and after we
made the journey to Kaoma it immediately
felt wellbeing back in Zambia. At the classes
there were 6 students that never had used a
hammer or a ruler. Therefore we spent the
first days on all theoretical subjects, like
measuring, technical drawing and getting to
know electrical equipment. During the
second week we got to work in practice,
like installing doors, making cupboards and
bookshelves. The courses were not easy,
but the students were very enthusiastic. The
biggest reward for us has been that after 6
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weeks we could give, Robert, Cris, Andrew,
Likonge, Wamunyiama and Kababu our students , an official certificate. They were so
proud, just like we were.
It is clear from the fact, there is now a
school in Longe with 9 classrooms in which
800 children can follow their daily lessons,
that the cooperation with BmB works very
well. The festive opening was a highlight
after these 6 weeks, for the students and
their family, the schoolchildren, BmB, an all
invited surrounding the school and from
local politics.
My personal reward is having been able to
open the door to a better future for the
Zambians a little bit further. On the 4th of
august I arrived home again, tired but with
my head filled with impressions after a very
intense rewarding 6 weeks. Even though it
feels good to be back in Bakhuizen, I feel
that I have left a piece of my heart in Zambia.

Piet Mous

Vacancies

Retrospect Herman Bouma
Did BmB start a new chapter in 2017? It sure looks like it!
We already know the local builders can build a school independently, but what they can achieve in the field of carpentry?
This is why BmB decided not to bring builders but tea-

chers; teachers with experience in construction. Because
we only have limited time (6 weeks) to teach the students
carpentry skills (which seems almost impossible) I arrived a
week before Anthoon Haagen and Piet Mous to make sure
there were enough new “students” ready to start learning.
It worked, the men were very eager.
From the first day on it all went extremely well which is quite remarkable when you realise that one of the
teachers barely speaks English and
the students master the language
imperfectly. From the sidelines it is
great to see how, sometimes with
hands and feet, the basics of the
trade are explained.
It is amazing what these men have
learned in six weeks! You not only
need very skilled teachers but also
super motivated pupils. They earn a
certificate.

Herman Bouma,
coordinator/photographer
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My trip to Zambia
In February/March of this year I went to Zambia. Zambia is in Africa and if you, like me
think of Africa, you imagine sand, desert and
famine. I was therefore surprised that when I
arrived in Zambia it turned out to be a green
country, no drought and no desert. When I
arrived, it even rained very hard!
The first night I stayed in Makeni, near Lusaka.
Lusaka itself is a big, dirty city where in parts
of the city (in the so called compounds/slums)
is a lot of poverty. The second day we went to
Kaoma. Along the way we saw lots of wildlife
on and at the side of the road. All of a sudden
six lions crossed the road. Great to experience!

At the photo: Martin Limata,
chairman of BmB Kaoma,
Marjanne Schaper, Alexius
Sishwasha, Theresa Banda en
Herman Bouma.

In addition to the meeting with the local BMB
-Board, I have visited during my trip all projects and a lot of special people. You can imagine that this journey sometimes led to difficult situations. When the car had enough gasoline (fuel is scarce), the many holes in the
sandy roads and the rain formed large obstacles. We were checked on several occasions
by the police in many areas, insurance, driver's
license and even the passports were checked
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in the middle of nowhere. Eventually we were
ticketed and we even had to go to the police
station.
For me it is inconceivable that many children
in the area do not go to school; they have no
money for it or there is no school nearby. The
schools out there, are often poorly maintained, (often leakages etc.} The children who do
go to school, are often with more than 100
children in a classroom. We also witnessed
that the laptops from the Netherlands are
important for the children, because they have
computer classes (this is required by the State) but often without a computer. It’s like learning to cycle without a bike. The visit to the
hospital, the ‘mothershelter’ and the school
for kids with a disability sure impressed me a
lot.
With a short stop in Livingstone, and a visit to
the Victoria Falls and the Mosi Oa Tunya
wildlife park came an end at this impressive
visit to Zambia.

Marjanne Schaper

Letter from the Treasurer
The year 2017 was yet another cheerful milestone
for the foundation‘s 12th year anniversary and its
continuous success and existence in Kaoma and
Zambia at large. The foundation recorded another success in the construction of the beautiful
1 x 3 classroom block at Longe primary school
and fully furnished with 90 desks, chairs and tables for the offices. This structure was handed
over to the government of the republic of Zambia represented by the District board secretary
(DEBS) on 31st July, 2017.
The handover ceremony was characterized by
various expressions of joy and happiness by the
pupils, teachers, community, invited guests, the
guest of Honor, the Board, and the carpenters
from the Netherlands Antoon and Piet through
speeches, music dances, poems and gifts presented. One most significant moment was when
the two carpenters lead the entire people in the
local music dance that cheered many without
fear and shy.
The foundation was also privileged to receive
BmB-Netherlands board secretary (Madam Marjanne) in February 2017 for three weeks, Herman
and the two carpenters Antoon and Piet for six
weeks in June. Marjanne toured few projects constructed in the past years while Antoon and Piet
furnished the constructed school with office shelves and trained six local people with carpentry
skills and awarding them with certificates from
Longe community who have since formed a joint
carpentry business producing doors and other
demands.
The foundation also witnessed the boxes distribution of second hand clothes to the poor in
different communities, laptops in schools, hospital materials to clinics and hospitals as well as
other materials which left many with short words
of appreciations due to over Joy and excitement.
The board in Kaoma would therefore wish to
thank Fr. John who was not with us during this
year’s handover ceremony, the Board Netherlands and the donors for the continuous fundraising and support you are rendering for the
long benefit of the poor in the communities of
Kaoma –Zambia. We also wish to extend our gratitude to Herman, Antoon and Piet for the nice
time they spent with the communities of Kaoma
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for six weeks leaving their families and lastly but
not the least the community of Longe, the builders, pupils, teachers and BmB-Kaoma for their
tireless hardworking and togetherness.
For now, we say thank you Lord for 2017 and for
our desirable achievements as we look forward to
2018 projects and a cheerful year.

Nakuponga Miyanza, Treasurer BmB-Kaoma

Letter of thanks Longe

Plans for 2018
Bouwen met Bouma’s is on
Twitter.

Follow us:
@bouwenmetboumas

Bouwen met Bouma’s is on
Facebook also.

Like us:
Facebook.com/
bouwenmetboumas

The success of the carpentry training is craving a follow-up, it is therefore necessary for
BMB to look for two skilled teachers, preferably with experience in construction, who are
available to go to Zambia/Kaoma for six
weeks to teach there and if necessary (very
unlikely) to help with constructionwork.
BmB has not quite fulfilled his promise to
Longe to build five classrooms, so far there
are three built, so two more to go. If we have
the finances it can done next year, but .....
There is also a request for the sponsorship of
2-family houses. If that sponsorship is
granted then there is a condition attached to
it, that this project should be realized next
year. If you are reading this a Go/No Go is
probably already decided. Why does BmB
want to build homes? From different parts of

Kaoma we have been asked the same question: why doesn’t BmB build houses? By building properties BmB will make in indirectly
contribution to improving the level of education, especially in the bush. Housing will
make it more attractive for teachers to teach
there. An additional advantage is that BmB
generates rental income, money which in
turn benefits the construction of the school.
BmB has been asked to build a wall around
the projects; the school for people with
disabilities and the mothershelter. Unfortunately, it is necessary. Enough plans, now we
need the finances, but with your support
BmB can keep building.

The board of BmB the Netherlands

At the photo:
Current home of
a school teacher

Foundation meeting 2018
Once a year there is a foundation meeting
in which the board informs its members
about projects, unfolds plans for the future
and sheds light on the accounting.

The foundation meeting of 2018 will be held
on Sunday October 7th at 2 p.m. in the parish hall of St. Mattheüs parish, Midstrjitte
110, in Joure.
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Activities 2017
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Lies Bouma takes
English books in reception in the library
of De Bilt.
Twello Clogs party &
dinner: total revenue:
€12,470,Knypstermerke: tea
and cake sales revenue: €226,Fedde and Hannie
Mulder, 50 years married! They donate
their 'gift' to BmB.
€2,060,-

This newsletter is made
possible by:
De Boer
Financieel en Fiscaal
Bakhuizen

They wishes
all friends of BmB
a merry
Christmas
and a
lovingly 2018
also

Echte Bakker Lenes
lenes.echtebakker.nl
Heerenveen
BIJ ONS………. in Harmelen
Restaurant 't Lekker eten bij
Wim en Sippie
Stasjons Kofjehús
Molkwerum
Glissenaar Verwarming
Harmelen
J.O.N.G. architecten Lemmer
www.jongarchitecten.nl
Haarsma Foodimpuls
www.haarsma.nl

Are you helping BmB to continue their mission? To make it easy for you, we present the
opportunity to issue an automatic permission. Complete the mandate form below and then
send it to: Stichting Bouwen met Bouma’s, Laan van het Kwekebos 348, 7823 LP Emmen,
The Netherlands.

Mandate form

For which we are very
thankful!

S€PA

Name:
Address:
Postal code:
Country:
Collector_ID:
Characteristic: authorization:

Stichting Bouwen met Bouma’s
Frederik Hendriklaan 26
8448 ME Heerenveen
Nederland
NL24 ZZZ 0111 0258 0000

(BmB filling in)

By signing this mandate form, you authorize Stichting Bouwen met Bouma's to send recurrent collection instructions to your bank to debit your account

Photography:
Herman Bouma

FOUNDATION
BOUWEN MET BOUMA’S
Secretary:
p/a Wytse Bouma
Laan van het Kwekebos 348
7823 LP Emmen
+31 6 40 98 35 32
info@bouwenmetboumas.nl
www.bouwenmetboumas.nl

monthly/quarterly/bi-annually/annually for the amount of € ________
as your gift and your bank to debit your account on a recurrent basis in accordance with the instructions from Stichting Bouwen met Bouma's.
If you do not agree with the debit you can arrange for its refund. Please contact your bank within
eight weeks from the date on which your account was debited. Ask your bank for the conditions.

Name:

_________________________________________________

Address:

_________________________________________________

Postal code:

_____________

Country:

_____________ E-mail: _________________________________________________________

Bank account [IBAN]:

__________________________________________

Bank Identification [BIC]:

__________________________________________

Date:
IBAN:
NL34 RABO 0114 020 906

City: __________________________

Signature:

__________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

K.v.K.: 011 102 58
ANBI-nr: 815 014 934
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